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Office of Councillor Janice Lukes

Waverley West Ward

 
Item No. 2 Sale of City-owned Property – 409 Mulvey Avenue East 
 
 
 
 
 
409 Mulvey has an illustrious past - being part of land exchanges, being declared surplus, 
potentially being used to support other land deals – the list goes on. 
 
BUT - it was in the mid 1990’s – that this property was acquired by the City through a land 
exchange.  The acquisition was in response to a policy directive to acquire lands for public 
purposes as part of the riverbank parkway network – and it was then, that the property was 
placed under the jurisdiction of parks and open spaces.  
 
Cities throughout the world look toward their waterfronts to forge their identity. Whether it’s 
Winnipeg, Minneapolis, Toronto, San Francisco or Halifax - urban waterfronts added 
character, raise the “quality of life” and contributed to each city’s tax base. 
I want to share with you – Winnipeg Council’s endorsed vision of waterfront properties.  
 
January 29, 2014 Council endorsed the “Go to the Waterfront” Planning Strategy in principle 
as a tool to support Waterfront development for the City of Winnipeg.  

• REPORT: http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/DMIS/permalink.asp?id=A20140129(RM)C-33  
• PLAN: http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/DMIS/permalink.asp?id=A20140129(RM)C-34  

 
Council directed the Winnipeg Public Service to utilize the “Go to the Waterfront” document 
as a guide for riverbank initiatives and partnerships. 
 
This visionary document for the downtown Winnipeg waterfront is completely aligned with 
the Complete Communities strategy of Our Winnipeg.  Building upon the principles of 
Complete Communities, ‘Go to the Waterfront’ strives to strengthen and connect 
neighbourhoods with safe and accessible linear park systems and active transportation 
networks to each other and the downtown. 
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AND 
The document actually shows a visionary concept of what this particular site on Mulvey could 
look like –  
 
 
See how the two 
old warehouses & 
garage could be 
repurposed - and 
see the vast large 
waterfront park 
space in front of 
both the 
repurposed 
buildings – and of 
course the 
connected 
pathway. 
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Mr Mayor & members of EPC – this piece of land may have a checkered history –and some of 
that history documented – some of it not   
 
But one thing is clear – this waterfront property is currently publicly owned by the City of 
Winnipeg and needs to be protected – not sold.   

I am asking you – Mr Mayor- and members of your EPC – please - do not support the sale of 
this land but instead, retain the waterfront land - under the jurisdiction of parks and open 
spaces for future generations.   
 
Councillor Gilroy will recall how in April of this year – a development come forward to the 
Property Planning Heritage and Committee – asking for an easement to allow a higher 
building in the Exchange District (a National Historic Site)  - the committee denied the request 
and instead respected the building height restrictions that have been in place for upwards of 
25 years, to prevent  changing the character of the area while respecting the built form.   
 
I ask that you respect the vision laid out for the waterfront – and to protect the waterfront 
and keep it accessible to the public.  
 
  
All of Council bears a heavy responsibility to future generations –  We have to rise above the 
immediate moment – and plan for the future – like Duff Roblin did – like the Council whose 
vision it was to create Assiniboine Park – or the Wildlife Foundation of Manitoba’s vision back 
in the 60’s to turn a reclaimed clay mine and cement factory – into Fort Whyte Alive. Think 
about the Forks in 1990 – a mere 30 years ago - it was nothing. 
   
Its this kind of visioning, and patience that I believe we as a Council must have to have for 
this site of waterfront land.  
 
The two old warehouses on Mulvey ultimately be repurposed – maybe not in 5 years, or even 
10 years, but they will be repurposed because of their close proximity to the rapid transit 
corridor. And the gravel parking lot will be transformed into an incredible public waterfront 
park with a wide wide view of the Red River. But – it will take time – and Council’s 
commitment to a waterfront vision.   
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Winnipeg has over 240 kilometers of waterfront – but not even half of the 240 kilometers is 
publicly owned.   
 
 
 
Now I want to speak to what it means to 
‘keeping the waterfront public’  
 
I will refer you to the diagram in the 
administration’s report on page 13 – 
showing Proposed Lot 1 and Lot 2.   
 
This image is deceiving as it appears there 
is extensive riverbank property that the 
city will be retaining in Lot 2 for the 
public.  But that is not the case.  
 
I went to the site this past Sunday to see it 
in person – as maps relating to river 
property can be very misleading – and I 
was right.  I’ve overlaid the approximate 
location of the pathway in my 
presentation – see the red line.  
 
There is essentially no useable park land – 
other than where the pathway is – the 
riverbank has failed immediately to the 
east of the pathway.  
 
 
 
 
 
By jamming in yet another building in front of two old warehouses – we are giving up finite 
waterfront land – and any feeling of public space will be gone, as the proposed apartment 
block will be located virtually right beside the pathway. That’s not my idea of keeping the 
waterfront accessible to the public. 
 

Pathway 
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When this report came to SPC PPD – Councillor Gilroy and Councillor Santos  supported the 
sale of the land for two key reasons: 

1. the affordable housing component being proposed  
2. proximity to the Osborne transit station 

 
I’d like to address those in a bit more detail.  
 
Regarding affordable housing: 

• CMHC has a deal that allows 25 percent of the units to be priced below market price.  
• But for a waterfront property, requiring extensive bank stabilization and with a view 

of downtown, the investment in the development of this property alone will be 
significant 

• It wAnd market rents will not end up being the ‘affordable housing’ concept one 
associates with affordable housing.  

 
Regarding proximity to transit.  

• The close proximity to the Osborne transit station – a mere few hundred meters away 
– is a huge catalyst that will stimulate housing on this site.   

• The two old warehouses & garage will eventually be repurposed into a much higher 
land use. And multifamily would produce that value.  

• But it will take some time.  

 
The developer will come forward – and will present to you an incredible plan – affordable 
housing – close to transit and connecting the pathway.  The development will have all the 
candies and icecream and wonderful things we want to see here - and I only have high praises 
for the developer – who I’ve worked with on other projects and who does incredible work  - 
high praise for sure.  
 
But – that particular development will consume high value public waterfront property. We 
can have both – all the candies and ice-cream AND waterfront property – if we wait.   
 
And finally – I want to address a financial argument that has been brought up that is very 
bothersome.  
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There is the thought that if the waterfront land is sold – money should be directed to 
improving other park spaces in the area.   
 
But that approach is essentially the cannibalization of public waterfront land – to improve 
other parks.  This is a very disturbing approach that we should not be applying to any 
greenspace. Especially in a city where we have one of the lowest percentages of greenspace / 
per person. 
 
 
 
When this report comes to Council, it will require 2/3 vote to sell or save the waterfront 
lands.  I will encourage my colleagues to be visionary in their decision when considering the 
sale of waterfront property – and to keep waterfront land in the public realm. 
 
 
 
And I will encourage the developer to look to our downtown – where 20 % of the downtown 
lands are surface parking lots – or to look at city  lands that are being sold off in tax sales – as 
either of those locations is would be where I would like to see development occur vs on 
waterfront lands.   
 
 
Council of the day remains supreme – it is up to this Council to determine the future of this 
public waterfront lands – one with a checkered history – but with a mult million dollar water 
front location and view of our City..   
 

 
 

Please - I implore you -vote no to the sale of this parcel of land.   
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